Trust Your Guidance
Nicole Pulvermacher is a Spiritual Teacher and Facilitator who believes that by reconnecting with our
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Darkness Gives Way to Light
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People Resist Healing
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Limiting Beliefs May Not Be Yours
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See Others in Light
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Water Your Soul
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“Quantum Healing in Parallel Universes”
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The Three Roles
In every event, there is a Victim, a Victimizer, and an Observer. All three must be healed to ensure
history doesn’t repeat itself. Each role carries the same trapped emotion. Nicole points out that the
victimizer doesn’t have to be present for that role to be healed.

Nicole Heard A Message
two weren’t meant to be. The third push occurred just a few years ago, and the message was clear:
an Reiki I & II, and is an Ordained Minister. She says that once she focused on honoring and loving
herself, there was no stopping her.

The Most Important Relationships
Nicole talks about healing the relationships closest to her, mainly her son and his father. She healed
her anger toward her son’s father, and that helped him and their son to heal. She now sees him instead of his mistakes. She healed a past-life relationship with her own father, and that spread to the
for who they truly are, and understand why they’re doing what they’re doing, with no judgment.

Nicole’s Biggest Teacher
Her biggest teacher has been her son. He was doing everything “wrong”, and when she decided
to see the best in him instead of his mistakes, it allowed her to remove judgement and just support
him. Highlighting mistakes is how we got to where we are in this world, and it does the exact opposite of rebuilding people.

What is the Universe Showing You?
Nicole says if you yell at someone, you are really yelling at yourself, something in you that you need
to heal. If someone is yelling at you, and you send them love, that’s what you’ll get back. Even
animals are mirrors. She killed a centipede once, only to see a larger one later. She sent it love, and
hasn’t seen one since. What we fear, we are bound to. And when we’re out of balance inside, it is

Wobbling
If you rise in consciousness, but don’t clear trapped emotions, the fall is that much harder. Nicole
calls this, “Wobbling.” She says thoughts are electric and emotions are magnetic, and when they are
not in balance, you wobble. In this state, things you want will not be able to get in, and will “bounce
off you.” She helps get to the root, getting you out of the matrix and allowing the things you want
into your life.
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